
The Astounding World of Modern Coin Magic
Bobo: The Ultimate Guide to Mastering Coin
Tricks

Are you ready to enter the fascinating realm of coin magic? Look no further than
Modern Coin Magic Bobo, the definitive guide that has inspired countless
magicians and amateurs alike since its first publication in 1952! Whether you're
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an aspiring magician or just intrigued by the art of illusion, this legendary book by
J.B. Bobo is an absolute must-read.

What Makes Modern Coin Magic Bobo So Special?

Overflowing with advanced coin manipulation techniques, mesmerizing routines,
and invaluable insights, Modern Coin Magic Bobo revolutionized the world of
magic. Every page of this magical treasury offers an in-depth exploration of
various coin sleights, vanishes, productions, and routines that will leave your
audience spellbound.
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The book's powerful impact on magic enthusiasts can be attributed to its user-
friendly structure. J.B. Bobo, a master performer and teacher, meticulously
breaks down complex moves into step-by-step instructions, ensuring that even
novice magicians can follow along and eventually master the illusions. Bobo's
clear writing style and detailed illustrations make it a refreshing read for both
beginners and experienced magicians.

A Peek into the Contents of Modern Coin Magic Bobo
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Modern Coin Magic Bobo covers a wide array of coin tricks, from basic to
advanced, giving you a solid foundation to build upon. Let's dive into some of the
prominent features this book offers:

The Fundamental Coin Techniques: Master the essential techniques such as
the Classic Palm, Thumb Palm, Finger Palm, Downs Palm, and more. These
skills form the backbone of coin magic and once mastered, open up endless
possibilities for creating unique routines.

Sleights and Vanishes: Explore various sleights and vanishes, including
French Drop, Coin Roll Vanish, Retention Vanish, and the versatile Shuttle
Pass. Bewilder your spectators as coins seemingly vanish into thin air, only
to reappear in impossible locations.

Coins Across and Coins Through Table: Learn how to perform the classic
Coins Across routine, where coins travel invisibly from one hand to another,
captivating your audience with every move. Discover the secrets of making
coins penetrate solid objects like a table, captivating even the most skeptical
observers.

Coin Matrix: The legendary Coin Matrix trick, a close-up masterpiece, is
dissected and taught in great detail. Magically manipulate a series of coins
as they invisibly move from corner to corner, creating an awe-inspiring visual
spectacle.

Advanced Routines: Delve into advanced routines, combining various
sleights and techniques, allowing you to design your mind-boggling
presentations that will leave your audience bewildered and amazed.

Modern Coin Magic Bobo - A Guide That Stands the Test of Time



Even after nearly seven decades, Modern Coin Magic Bobo remains as relevant
and influential as ever. Its timeless techniques and classic routines are still widely
performed and cherished by magicians worldwide.

The book's influence stretches far beyond mere tricks. It sparks creativity,
encourages exploration, and instills the invaluable essence of showmanship.
Modern Coin Magic Bobo not only teaches magic but also imparts invaluable
lessons in misdirection, timing, and crafting an engaging performance.

Unleash Your Inner Master Magician

With Modern Coin Magic Bobo in your hands, you hold the key to unlocking a
world of wonder and mystery. The book's comprehensive nature empowers you
to craft your unique routines and develop a personal style that distinguishes you
as a skilled magician.

Remember, practice is the path to perfection, and Modern Coin Magic Bobo is
your faithful partner along the way. As you delve into the secrets within its pages,
you'll experience the joy of captivating your audience with mind-bending illusions,
earning their applause and admiration.

So, what are you waiting for? Grab your copy of Modern Coin Magic Bobo, and
let the journey into the world of coin magic begin!
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The most complete treatise on sleight-of-hand coin conjuring, including best
traditional methods and modern innovations. Guides you systematically from
basic techniques, through integrated tricks to complete routined acts, 18 in all.
510 clear illustrations by Nelson C. Hahne. The best manual for amateurs, an
encyclopedic source for professionals.
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